Monday 2nd March
at the Harrow Hotel
Eskbank Road, Dalkeith
This is ourat
AGM,
so important.
8.00pm
Please make every effort to
come

Wot, no meeting?

About the Light Aircraft Association:
www.laa.uk.com

With a history extending over 70 years, the
UK Light Aircraft Association promotes safe
and economical operation of sports and
recreational aircraft.
Representing the
aviation interests of around 8,000
recreational pilots, amateur-builders and
enthusiast members, the LAA oversees the
operation of more than 2,500 light aircraft
and the build of another 1,700, whilst
providing sector-leading consultation and
advocacy in aviation-related regulatory
matters both in UK and Europe.

This glorious photo appeared in the Gloster
Strut Newsletter and appears here thanks to
them. It shows a magical morning at a Europa
Fly-in at Texel in the Netherlands some years
ago. More images on page four and five.

This newsletter can also be viewed on
the Strut website:

eos-strut.org
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Farewell
The last flight ever was from Birmingham to Edinburgh in February aboard
G-JECL.

‘I managed to get three separate flights in a Flybe DHC Dash 8 400Q before
the collapse of the airline and the Covid-19 lock down. The first two
encompassed a return flight to the Docklands (London City Airport) in January
aboard G-JEDR and G-JEDU; the former is shown in the accompanying photo
on the ramp at Docklands.

It is a real shame that the carrier is no longer operating as they provided
quick, relatively cheap transport and good on board service. Above all else
it was one of only two companies in GB that flew the stalwart De Havilland
Canada turboprop aircraft which evolved from the tough Caribou and Buffalo
types. Remember them?’
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Dawn at Texel

Feeling a bit bored?
If you have been housebound too long and feel like cheering yourself up, Brian Allison might have
something that would do the trick. Gather up a duvet cover, hie ye to the Pentlands and arrange for a
chum to fly past.
I ran this once before a year or two back but it’s worth another viewing.
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=2+guys+catch+a+flight&&view=detail&mid=D4C723D60C6D1A1B655DD4C723D
60C6D1A1B655D&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3D2%2Bguys%2Bcatch%2Ba%2Bflight%26FORM
%3DHDRSC3

‘Regarding the photo it was taken on the Island of Texel in the North of the Netherlands. I can't recall the date but it was some time ago, maybe ten years or
so. The occasion was a fly in organized by the Europa club held during September. As you mention it was in the morning, the day turned out wonderfully well.
I can recommend Texel as a lovely location, easy to get to either straight across from Norfolk or the shorter sea crossing then along the coast from Ostend all
the way to the island. The airport has customs and a thousand metre grass runway. It was a well run fun event.’

Blast from the past
‘I have attached a couple of photos from the first
PFA Rally I went to in July 1973. At the time I
was organising a bus trip for enthusiasts to the
Air Tattoo at Greenham Common and we night
stopped at Crick and attended the PFA Rally at
Sywell the next day before heading back home
to Edinburgh.

The photos are of a KC 97L at Greenham Common
doing a low flypast down the runway where the
boom operator waved at the crowd by waving the
boom up and down. At Sywell the next day I only
have this shot of G-AZTH Bensen Gyrocopter
(Think I ran out of slide film at that point).’

Amazing Grace
This originated from Jim Prettyman and comes to
us by way of his friend from De Havilland days,
Ted Grossmith. It is of the orchestra of Andre Rieu
playing Amazing Grace and I particularly enjoyed
when the lady with the bagpipes emerged from the
orchestra.
The reaction of the audience and the emotions it
released, especially when those bagpipes started,
were wonderful to see. I can’t find the clip that
Ted sent in a format that fits the PDF file of the
Newsletter so have had to substitute a different,
slightly less emotional but still good, version.
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=amazing+grace+
magnifique&&view=detail&mid=8730FC24A6B1417BAF838
730FC24A6B1417BAF83&&FORM=VRDGAR

There is an interesting, dark
and complex back story to
‘Amazing Grace’ in that it was
written by John Newton, a long
time slave ship captain who
himself had been enslaved as a
younger man and who in later
life became an abolitionist.
The words have the message
that
forgiveness
and
redemption
are
possible
regardless of sins committed
earlier in life, which may or
may not have an element of
wishful thinking.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_
Newton
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Taylor Monoplane
This film clip appeared in the Highland Strut
Newsletter and shows the removal of John
Taylor’s own design Taylor Monoplane from an
upstairs room in his house, and its first flight in
1959 with test pilot Titch Holmes.

The Mono was followed by the Taylor Titch and
plans are still available for both aircraft from the
young man sitting in the cockpit (below left),
who is now the grown up Terry Taylor. There is
a good history of the marque below.

https://www.britishpathe.com/video/air-news-berksaka-first-flight-of-home-made-plane/query/Ilford

https://www.pilotweb.aero/features/fifty-years-of-thetaylor-titch-1-5282757
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Here is a link to Terry’s equally good website.
http://www.taylortitch.co.uk/

Overleaf are a couple of photos of the Titch, one
showing it being wheeled the four miles to White
Waltham. Simpler times.

The Taylor Titch

From the LAA
LAA YouTube Channel

Above, carried over from the previous page. Below is long time friend of the Strut Gavin Hunter in the
Titch he owned many years ago. Flying, I assume, over the East Lothian countryside. Apologies but I
know nothing more about the photo; who took it or when and where, so feel free to let me know.

Looking for something to do while you’re
confined to base? We have now launched our
own YouTube channel, accessed via a button the
LAA website homepage, via www.laa.uk.com/tv or
by searching ‘Light Aircraft Association’ on the
YouTube video platform.
The content is being kicked off with six ‘LAA
Explorer’ videos featuring LAA Ambassador
Arthur Williams; looking at Ownership, Maintenance, Preventative Measures, Engines, Avionics
and simply, Flying for Fun! If you search the LAA
Archive section you’ll find short films including
Susie Coreth’s lovely film of her father Mark’s
Flight2Hope flight to Israel in his Jodel,
spectacular bush flying from Africa and footage
from past LAA Rallies and Shuttleworth air shows,
as well as air safety briefings – with more to
come!
Returning to flight

At the time of writing this, Government advice
remains that leisure flying is not considered an
essential activity and travel to an airfield should
only be contemplated if it is absolutely necessary.
Whatever the CAA advice on ’maintenance
flights’, we recommend discretion in carrying out
flights or travelling to airfields at this time.
The LAA position is that while aircraft
maintenance and limited associated flights have
been deemed essential work by the CAA and can
be continued subject to appropriate safeguarding
being adopted, we should not abuse that
privilege.
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Scotland surveyed
On Thursday 23rd April Keith Griggs 'phoned to alert me to an aircraft flying
what seemed an unusual flightpath over Scotland. I went on to Flightradar24
and saw that the aircraft seemed to me to be on a survey flight. The aircraft,
a Beechcraft 200 Super King Air had departed Prestwick and flown to a point
east of Dunbar then flew due North to the Deeside area before doing a
procedural turn then flying due South parallel to his first track but a few miles
further west until reaching the East Lothian coast. He then performed
another procedural turn and flew north again, repeating this twice before
departing south to its base at East Midlands. Naturally as he passed over my
house I rushed out and managed to catch sight of it high up against the blue
sky.
The aircraft, G-OSFL, is owned by RVL Aviation which was renamed from
Atlantic Air Transport in 2007. This was part of the Air Atlantic Group which
some of you will remember as having a collection of Douglas DC-3 aircraft

for spraying oil spills with dispersant and still seems to do a lot of work with
the Maritime and Coastguard Agency. They moved bases from Coventry to
East Midlands Airport in 2010. RVL Aviation has a fleet of small twin engined
aircraft as well as a Boeing 737 for oil spill work. They also do ad hoc cargo
and passenger flights.
The following day the same aircraft departed Prestwick to cover the west
coast of Scotland from the Moidart area to Wester Ross, again flying
North/South.
A further aircraft, a Dutch registered Piper Cheyenne, has been doing a
similar flight, west to east along the north coast of Scotland from Cape Wrath
to the Dounreay area.
Further aircraft have also been over Dumfries and Galloway and the
Midlands so it looks like the survey companies have taken advantage of the
lack of air traffic and the cloudless skies.
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Clear skies

It’s ‘that’ nose again

Talking of not quite cloudless skies but nevertheless clearing air, as Ed was
on the previous page, take a look at how the air quality of Los Angeles has
changed over the last month as traffic has dwindled.

Ed Lyon spotted this a month or two ago at Winchburgh on the road to
Broxburn but the exact type of plane, its background and its purpose proved
elusive. Colin Lourie was cycling past more recently when he came across
it and made some more enquiries.
It looked like a HS 125 but there was something odd about the windows.
Colin spoke to Iain Gibson and through his contacts found out that the
owner is an ex Flybe, now Ryanair, pilot. Colin contacted the owner and
we now know it is mainly HS-125 with a -600 nosecone. Two were going
to be made as simulators. One went to Spain but this one became
unwanted after the customer in Bournemouth ceased trading, and the
cockpit was eventually sold on Ebay and moved to Winchburgh.
Why, you may ask, is it pink? He has a wife and two daughters and it seems
that is the colour they chose.
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Smithsonian treasures

John Mounce passes this on. The Smithsonian has put 2.8 million high quality images online and I found this Northrop
Gamma and Amelia Earhart’s Lockheed Vega by using the keyword ‘Airplane’. There is so much more to find in there.
https://www.si.edu/openaccess

East of Scotland Strut contacts
Chairman; Justin Kennedy
6 Cammo Walk, Edinburgh EH4 8AN Tel 0131 339 8304 / 07798 661 985
justin @systemwise.co.uk
Co-ordinator and Secretary: Iain Gibson
102 Craigmount Brae, Edinburgh EH12 8XN Tel 0131 339 2351
inrgibson001@btinternet.com
Treasurer and Membership Secretary; Duncan Robertson
17 Cramond Avenue, Edinburgh EH4 6PP Tel 0131 312 7857
robertsons87@hotmail.co.uk
Newsletter Editor: Andrew Macleod
102 Gilmore Place, Edinburgh EH3 9PL Tel 0131 228 2774
andrewj.macleod@virgin.net
Safety Officer: Steven Borthwick
73 Galbraith Crescent, Larbert, Falkirk FK5 4AZ Tel 07707 856 680 / 01324 555 056
borthwick4@hotmail.com
Committee Member without Portfolio: Ed Lyon
14 Craigielaw Park, Aberlady EH32 0PR Tel 01875 870 117
edlyon@hotmail.co.uk
I
LAA Inspector: Tim Rayner
3 Fowler Street, Tranent EH33 1BU Tel 0187 561 3352 / 0779 515 3392
hipe@btinternet.com

From Duncan Robertson

LAA Inspector: Robin Johnson
Templehall, Midlem, Selkirk TD7 4QB Tel 01835 870 361 / 07836719350
robinj100@btinternet.com
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